Mineral-salt taste modulators work for all non-caloric sweeteners,
both synthetic and natural. These taste modulators improve non-caloric sweetener temporal profiles very significantly; deliver sugar-like
mouthfeel; and they are clean label, cost effective and GRAS, concluded DuBois. In addition, these mineral-salt taste modulators increase
the sugar-like mouthfeel of carbohydrate formulations and, in effect,
make sugar taste better than sugar.
“Breakthrough Technology Dramatically Improves Sweetener
Taste,” Grant DuBois, Consultant, Sweetness Technologies, LLC,
grant.dubois@gmail.com

Sugar Reduction Insights: Dairy
Products to Protein Bars

to taste good. Several years ago, commercial chocolate milks
typically contained 17g of added sugar. Currently, that amount
is slightly lower. Not surprisingly, as sugar content decreases, so
does product liking. Chocolate milk with 30% sucrose reduction
still maintains acceptable liking scores of at least 7 out of 9, on a
hedonic scale, Drake said.
To achieve even greater sugar reduction, natural non-nutritive
sweeteners were added to achieve an iso-sweet taste intensity
equivalent to 12.5g of sucrose. This required 200mg/L of stevia
or 350mg/L of monk fruit. Drake’s group then compared combinations of non-nutritive sweetener and sucrose, at levels ranging
from 12.5g of added sugar to 0g of added sugar.
A trained panel found that, as the concentration of non-nutritive sweeteners increased, bitterness and astringency increased,
and viscosity decreased. A 25% substitution of monk fruit or
stevia for sucrose did not change liking. Increases to 50% of
non-nutritive sweeteners resulted in less liking, and 100% substitution resulted in significantly less liking. Reduction beyond
40% is possible with further formula modifications.
Yogurt: An online survey compared attitudes and knowledge
of 1,300 consumers who regularly consume and purchase yogurt.
Over half of consumers surveyed said that they read nutrition
labels. When asked questions about a sample label, over 96% correctly identified the grams of saturated fat and protein, while only
84% correctly identified the grams of added sugar, Drake explained.
When consumers were asked which sweeteners they were
familiar with, not all consumers could distinguish between
sucrose and cane sugar. Monk fruit was not as familiar as
stevia, and consumers were even less familiar with erythritol
and allulose.

SUGAR REDUCTION is universally attractive to consumers
across a wide range of foods, including both indulgent and
healthy products. However, sugar plays multiple roles in foods,
contributing to flavor, texture and structure. This makes replacing sucrose particularly challenging, said Mary Anne Drake,
Ph.D., William Neal Reynolds Professor, North Carolina State
University, in her presentation, “Sugar Reduction in Food
Products: Flavor Still Rules!” prepared for the 2020 Sweetener
Systems Conference.
“Consumers have different opinions about the types of sweeteners they prefer and the level of sugar reduction they desire but,
ultimately, what is most important is taste. Successful sugar reduction requires formulators to understand consumers, the application
and the sweeteners,” Drake continued. She offered formulation
advice for reduced-sugar foods, including chocolate milk, yogurt
and protein bars.
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NOTE: SWEETENERS ARE SHOWN AS MG PER 500GM PROTEIN BARS. BARS WERE FORMULATED AT 15GM PROTEIN/62GM SERVING.
ROWS WITHOUT A COMMON LETTER ARE DIFFERENT (P <0.05).
BARS WERE FORMULATED TO SWEET TASTE EQUIVALENCY TO A 10% W/V SUCROSE SOLUTION.
SOURCE: MARYANNE DRAKE, PH.D., NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY/2020 SWEETENER SYSTEMS CONFERENCE

In a model system, pea protein required higher sweetener levels than dairy proteins for the same perceived
level of sweetness.
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